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Beginner's teasers on pawn promotion
PAWN PROMOTION If a pawn (P) completes the perilous journey to the
other end of the board it can (and must) be converted to a new piece - either
Queen (Q), Rook (R), Bishop (B) or Knight (N). In the 4 puzzles below
whoever has the move (either White or Black) can promote a pawn. In each
example the new piece selected will give an instant checkmate. The problem is
that each of the 4 positions you can only select a piece once - so promotion to a
queen might work for 3 of the positions but you can only use it for one of them!
Remember there are 8 problems here as each puzzle there is a solution with
White to play and a solution with Black to play.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pawn Promotion Problems (answers are HERE)
This month's problems - Novice
Problem N27
Problem N28

N27 Black to play and win a piece
within 3 moves!

N28 White to play and give
checkmate in just 2 moves!

This month's problems - Intermediate
Problem I27
Problem I28

I27 White to checkmate in 4 moves (be
careful as Black has some good

I28 (a) White to checkmate in 3
moves.

defence moves)defence to play and
give checkmate in 2 moves!

(c) what would happen if Black's
pawn was not on the board?

Solutions to last month's problems - Novice
Problem N25
Problem N26

N25 Black to play and give checkmate
in 3 moves!

N26 White to play and give
checkmate in 3 moves

Answer
1.....
Qxf7+ and White must
reply
2 Kh3
Qh2+!
3. Qxh2 (forced) followed by
3. ......
Rxh2#

Answer
1. Rxh7+
2. Qh2+
3. Qh5#

Kxh7 (forced)
Kg6

Note also that if Black tried
2. .....
Bh6
3. Qxh6#

Solutions to last month's problems - Intermediate
Problem I25
Problem I26

I25 Black to play and give checkmate
in 2 moves!
Answer
1. ......
f4!!
2 White plays any move
2. ......
Bd8#

I26 White to play and win
Answer
White needs to deflect the Black
Queen from defending the Black
King so
1. Rxb7!
Rxb7
2 Rxb7!
Qxb7 (Queen now
deflected)
3 Qe6+
Kf8
2 Qxe8#

Answers to Beginners' Pawn Promotion Quiz (return to
Problems HERE)
Problem A
For WHITE
1. e8 (=Q)# so the pawn marches
forward to the square e8 and is
converted to a Queen who
checkmates (The # symbol) Black's
King. Note that White will have
two Queens on the board - that is
allowed.
White could also checkmate with
1. e8 (=R) #. Either answer is
allowed.
For BLACK
1. .... f1(=B)#
You can also deliver checkmate

Problem B
For WHITE
1. d8 (=R)#
White could also checkmate
with
1. d8 (=Q) #. Either answer is
allowed. If you choose a Rook
promotion for Question A then
you needed to select a Queen
promotion for Question B (or the
other way round.
Note that if you promoted the
other pawn by
1. e8 (=Q)+ then this is only a
check (shown by the symbol +)
as Black can block the check by

with
1. .... f1 (=Q)# but then you
cannot use the Queen promotion
to solve any of the other puzzles!

moving the Bishop from the
square c5 to f8.

PROBLEM C
For WHITE
1. e8 (=N)# This is sneaky as the
new Knight checks the King but
when it moved from the e7 square
it unblocked the hidden attack by
the Black Rook at c7. So with one
move the White King is checked by
two pieces - the Knight and Rook.
This is called double check and
the three pawns at f5, g5 and h5
prevent the King from escaping
the double check, so it is
checkmate. A double check
cannot be blocked or both pieces
taken at the same time so the King
has to move (if it can) to escape
the check.

PROBLEM D
For WHITE

For BLACK

1. .... f1(=Q)#
If you promoted to a Rook rather
than a Queen then the King can
escape by moving to the square
g2.

For BLACK
1. .... f1(=N)# The Knight
checks the KIng on g3 and also
attacks the h2 square while the
Black Rook at c4 covers the
other squares the White King
would to like to escape to.
deliver checkmate with

1. g8 (=B)# The two White
Bishops attack the squares the
Black King is on or would like to
move to. It is not possible to
block the check by moving the
White pawn from g2 to g3 as this
would then put the Black King in
check from the White Rook on
the square e2.
White could also checkmate
with the move
1. g8 (=Q)# but you used the
Queen already for the solution
to either problem A or problem
B. In a real game of course you
could deliver mate with
promotion to either Bishop or
Queen.
For BLACK
1. .... b1(=R)#
You could also have won by
1. .... b1(=Q)#
But you used the Queen to solve
Problem C. In a real game of
course you could deliver mate
with promotion to either Rook
or Queen.

If you answered these question correctly then you are on
the way to becoming an PAWN PROMOTION EXPERT!

